[Schizophrenia, psychotropic drugs and cognition].
The robust and specific associations between cognitive abilities and the functional prognosis of patients suffering from schizophrenia lead to a major concern for cognitive impairment in this disorder. Among the strategies considered to correct or enhance cognition in schizophrenia, drugs hold a pivotal place. Evidently, antipsychotic drugs, which are inextricable from patients' management, have generated considerable scrutiny in this topic. This paper first aims to outline the current views on the impact of antipsychotic drugs in schizophrenia. The distinction between conventional and atypical drugs is reminded in order to more precisely review existing data comparing the impact of these two types of molecules on cognitive impairment. More specifically, an elementary framework is proposed to facilitate the recognition of methodological flaws and offer a critical examination of previous findings. It emerges subsequently that differences between atypical and conventional drugs appear far less contrasted than initially suggested. Also, atypical antipsychotics compose a disparate pharmacological class and much clarification could be obtained by differentiating the individual effects of these molecules rather than considering them as a group. Finally, the relevance of these cognitive measures is also considered. In particular, we address alternative measures closer to real life situations as well as the growing interest in the broad field of social cognition. A last part of this article deals with strategies relying on adjunctive therapies. The fairly modest results obtained with these approaches is evoked and briefly reviewed.